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OPINION
PAGE 4
Learn how to be a gentleman
and hear a native Californian's
reasons she belongs In Idaho.
CULTURE
Get caught up with the latest
movie releases and the Boise
State Theatre Arts Department's
production "A Buddhist History
of the United States,"
SPORTS
Men's tennis finished the
regular season 18-0 at home
with a sweep of Eastern
Washington and UC Irylne,
while the Boise Burn earned Its
first home win Saturday.
BIZTECH----------------------------
Learn about the advantages of
High Definition radio and find
the cheapest gas In town.
ARBITERONLINE.COM
----------------------------
The newest edition of "Out of
the Blue" Is online for your
viewing pleasure. This week it
reports on the Diversity Day
Defined experience.
WEATHER
THE INDEPENDENT STUDENT VOICE OF BOISE STATE SINCE 1933
TUESDAY
High: 65F / Low 39F
WEDNESDAY
High: 68F / Low 41F
ON CAMPUS----------------------------
TUESDAY
Diverse Perspectives Film
- "Knocking."
They won't pledge allegiance.
They won't go to war. But
Jehovah's Witnesses.have
contributed to American society
In suprising ways; Come see
this free showing at the Special
Events Center In the SUBat··
S p.m, Contact: 426-122~~ ..~~
WEDNESDAY .... " .
Muslim Student Associatl ,t »'iJ
Open House. _ \
Do you have questions about
Islam? Come and enjoy a Q
and A session and receive a
Quran and brochures.
Snacks will be served:
Hummus, chips, vegetables
and drirlks.Thls eventls' free
to the public and will take pl~ce
In the'Bishop'Barnweli Room In_
the SUB from 11a.rn, to 3 p.m,
Contact:BSIJM~A;com~
"May there only
Earth Days to come .
shlpEarthasltcontl .. stosplnwlthltswarm
and fragile cargo 0 nlmate life," United
Nations Secretary General U Thant said this
on the second Earth Day, which took place
on March 21, 1971.
Boise State professors Lisa Brady and John
Freemuth gave a lecture on the history and
political science aspects-of Earth Day.
The lecture took place Tuesday In the
Student Union Building as a part of Boise
State's 2007 Earth Week.
Brady lectured about the origins of Earth
Day and the early environmentalist move-
ments, as well as where Earth Day stands to-
day and in the future.
Freemuth spoke about Earth
Day's political effects and
about the policies and policy makers that
have shaped or changed It.
The origins for the United States' environ-
BY DARCIE NUTT
News Writer
Developer Gary Christensen gave Earth
Week's keynote address Friday, April 20 in
the Student Union Building Lookout Room.
Christensen Is the owner of Christensen
Corporation, a local commercial development
firm. In his address, Christensen discussed his
experience with developing the' Banner Bank
Building in downtown Boise.
In the lecture, "Green is the Color ofMoney,"
a 30-minute documentary made by Academy
Award winning filmmaker Ben Shedd, was
presented for the audience to view. The doc-
umentary demonstrated the designing and
. building one of the world's most-energy-effi-
cient, high-performance buildings at standard
costs. The Banner BankBuildingisa case study
for a high-performance sustainable build-
, lng, It is one ofthe first buildings in the coun-
try that received a Leadership in Engineering
and Environmental Design (LEED) Platinum
Rating from the U.S. Green Building Council.
Christensen said he was raised astrict capi-
talist but converted to sustainable' design in
March 2004.
According to Christensen, sustainable de-
sign Is good business for the developer, good
The Boise State Chemistry Department
presented a demonstration on fuel briciuette
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mental thought came from transcendentalist
Henry David Throeau. This American author,
naturalist, transcendentalist, tax resister,
development critic and philosopher Is best
known for "Walden," a reflection upon living
simply and In natural surroundings.
In 1962, the book "Silent Spring," written
by Rachel Carson, launched the environmen-
talism movement.
Environmentalism was a part of a larger
movement toward social justice during the
1960s, and had similar effects on the Civil
Rights and Feminist movements.
"The basis of Earth Day is having the power
to make a change," Brady said.
The first Earth Day is credited to giving
a tremendous .boost to the pre-existing
. conservation groups and the grassroots
ecology movement. It also spurred the pop-
ularity of environmentally-sensitive spiri-
tual paths such as Wicca and Neopaganlsm.
Earth Oay today has the same basis,
but with a slightly different focus. Today
it Is increasingly tied to globalization and
issues of social justice, thus making Earth
business for-the user or tenant and good busi-
ness for the environment.
Sustainable design provides same or lower
costs up front and lowers operating expenses,
better air quality and less ongoing energy, as
well as many other benefits. Christensen said
he and his team took simple steps to chal-
lenge conventional thinking and look beyond
the typical way of doing business and design a
building that is energy efficient and beautiful.
"There reaIly is a lot we can do as a business
community[fortheenvironmentl.· Christensen
said. In the documentary, Christensen said he
challenged his team to look at things in a new
way, to think openly to produce the building.
Mechanical Engineer Charles Paulin said the
Day more globaIly appealing.
"Earth Day Is a day to reflect on the things
that need to change," Brady said. •
A program set for Jan. 31, 2006 caIled
Focus on the Nation will target what needs to
change, as weIl as bring awareness and moti-
vation to take action.
Freemuth hit the issue of global warming
and how politicians are trying to come up
with policies to change or delay the effects of
global warming;
According to Freemuth global warming
Is a natural cycle that if we reaIly wanted to
change it wiIl require very creative public
policy because it will affect the way we live,
Brady stated the fact that for the last 30
years America has valued preserving the
Earth the way It is.
Efforts to try and change a natural process
will change that. .
"Point offact is the Earth wl1l endure glob-
al warming, it will just be a different world.
The world will endure," Freemuth said. "The
Earth is a lot more resilient than we give it
credit for."
! ':hristensen speaks about Banner Bank's
"\' journey through sustainabledesist
Chemistry Department displays fuel briquette
technology through recycling . I
technology Wednesday, April 16 on the Quad: per used was justfrom one office. I I I
Students and passers-by sampled s'mores ·We could do this at a much greater magni~ l
roasted over homemade briquettes created by tude as a campus,· McDOIigalsaid, '.
the department from recycled waste. Moracco said the department was promot- ,
According to Dana Moracco, who was as- Ing the tecl}nology for personalburni~ and .._~
.sisting with the demonstration, ret;:ycled brl- heating. According to McDougal, people can ""~
quettes are a viable alternative to other burn- produce the briquettes at the household level. "j
:'::':"''":''':=:::'::l''ood useofre- :.:"="thew1~~ ~:;. ;
..;M~ri~~:;:n:a~SZ:::[;::i~:~a :ili=~'SOak.:~~:P~,:'B~~;}1"~
,. ,ql1~~~~rl)undo~.camPus. ....•.'-:··•·.AccOMin8to tdcDoilgaI, theb~~ ..
•"'; .,~~lUe:of~e recyclecI"fcIstesincluded\aw'i1. efiftheenViroJUllentbecause.··'·
".' ·~g$,Straw,s~wd~fliil~Pin~neetiIes. lis. '!strOm attee/tatIi6f,ttiaii~.·
?c'.;:,;~~Sl·~·'EPJlp~. '~ftPms~tive:do~en~ that bUniiDgtheWtiole~. ~I
.~~.k~'~.,;,~'4~~M~~,~lii.d.tlie.~ofll8~. S(lJUFe,~~~S:8ltli,',
<Y~A
"'i'
,....2,
process was challenging..jJ :,X
"We took that chaIlenge to incorpot ,.J~to
an incredible design," Paulin said i e video,
Everything used to build the B ner Bank
Building was standard building equipment,
just used In a more efficient way.
"We tore down a parking garage .., and recy-
cled the whole thing," Christensen said.
Ninety tons of steel were recycled and all
the concrete from the garage was crushed into
powder to be made back into concrete.
"This Is reaIly a teo-year. butlding,"
Christensen said. At the end of the 100-year
span, the entire building can be recycled.
The next project for Christensen Corporation
is building on the corner of Sixth and Front
Streets. According to Christensen, the. build-
ing wiIl provide 103 condominiums, 65,000
square feet of office space, 410 parking spaces
and 12,000 square feet for reStaurants or other
retail space.
"We want to be known as community
builders, not condominium developers,"
Christensen said. Christensen said they are
striving 10 reach zero net energy buildings by
2012, and eventually be putting energy back
into the environment.
The "Green is the Color of Money" DVD is
available to order atwww.deepgreen.tv.
World/National/What the? stones courtesy of MCT Campus Wire Services unless otherwise credited. Local/BSU
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THE HEADLINES
LOCAL/BSUthe shuttle and Constellation pro-
grams. Many workers were dis-
placed and their skills were lost
between the final Apollo flight in
July 1975 and the first shuttle mis-
sion in April 1981.NASAwants to
avoid a repeat.
The expected gap between
the shuttle's planned retire-
ment in September 2010 and the
Constellation program's first
operational launch in March 2015
has ballooned to more than four
years because of funding short-
falls in Congress. NASA hopes to
keep workers busy during the gap
with ground and flight tests of
. the new Orion capsule and Ares
rocket systems.
"We're working it (the work-
force issue) very hard; said LeRoy
Cain, a senior shuttle manager at
KSCwho is a leader of the transi-
tion effort. "I see the focus on it
getting even more intense as time
goes on."
Other NASAcenters that support
the shuttle also are expected to
downsize some of their programs.
Technical laboratories at Marshall
and Stennis could lose jobs,
according to NASA planning
documents obtained by the
Orlando Sentinel.
The astronaut corps at Johnson
will be affected as well. There are
two types of astronauts: military
personnel on assignment from
their branches of the armed servic-
es and civil servants employed by
NASA.Both groups could shrink. .
As the shuttle nears retire-
ment, the number of civil-servant
astronauts is projected to drop
. from 99 in 2009 to 74 in 2011 - a
cut of about one-fourth - ac-
cording to a .December NASA
planning summary.
The majority would be assigned
to the space-station program, with
about two dozen working in the
Constellation project.'
Decisions affecting billions of
dollars' worth of facilities and
hardware are equally complex.
One of NASA'sthree remaining
space-shuttle orbiters, Atlantis,
tentatively is scheduled to be
mothballed after a mission to ser-
vice the Hubble Space Telescope in
September 2008.
Atlantis Is expected to remain in
its KSChangar through' the end of
the program in case the ship or its
parts are needed.
WORLD
transformation of its work force,
facilities and operations .
However, the changes also
will impact at least three other
NASA field centers that play a
major role in sending humans
to space: Johnson Space Center
in Houston; Marshall Space
Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala.;
and Stennis Space Center near
Bay St. Louis, Miss.
Today, there are about 13,000
full-time workers at KSC, consist-
ing of roughly 11,000 contractors
and 2,000 government employees.
Most of them work on the shuttle.
One of NASA'sbiggest challeng-
es is to avoid an early exodus of
critically skilled employees as the
program winds down.
"We have a real challenge to
make sure that the people who
work so hard at KSC and at the
support centers around KSC stay
all the way until the end, because
it's only with the right skilled peo-
ple that we can be sure we call fly
safe; Kearns said.
Moving workers from shuttle
operations to the Constellation
programs is another challenge.
Though NASA wants to retain
workers with essential skills, many
abilities required in today's shuttle
program will not be needed to pre-
pare the new Orion spacecraft for
flight. An example is the dozens
of workers who repair and replace
the heat-resistant tiles that protect
the shuttle during its fiery re-entry
through Earth's atmosphere. The
Orion capsule will feature a differ-
ent type of heat shield.
NASAand its shuttle contractors
plan to retrain as many workers as
possible and move them into new
jobs. However, it's clearthat a sig-
nificantly smaller work force will
be employed in ground operations
and spacecraft processing for the
new Constellation program.
The initial target was to shrink
Constellation's budget for opera-
tions and sustaining engineer-
ing to 60 percent of what it cost
the shuttle program in 2007.
NASA and its shuttle contractors
already have crunched the result-
ing work-force numbers, but the
final totals haven't been decided
on. Some estimates have project-
ed that a third of KSC's current
workers could be affected.
Another personnel challenge
will be managing the gap between
Librescu's solid mechanics class,
.wrote that when the gunshots
outside grew nearer, "Dr. Librescu
shut the door and stood guard"
as students began jumping out
ofawindow.
"If your husband was not at the
door, I don't know what wou1dhave
happened to me or the other stu-
dents: Wargo wrote. "Iwish that I
had acted differently or helped Dr.
Librescu with the door. Maybe to-
gether we could have stopped the
shooter from entering and harm-
ing anybody. I amso sorry."
. Christina Krohn wrote: "I'm
so thankful for him. He saved
. my life."
Marlena Librescu, herself a
Holocaust survivor, recalled
those messages before her
husband's funeral.
"I can't begin to imagine what
he went through in those last mo-
ments," she said. "How he stayed
there alone, facing thatmadman."
"That was him; she added.
"I'm not surprised."
father was taken to a labor camp,
and he and his mother were sent
to the city of Foscani, where Jews'
from the area were concentrated.
In later years under the
Ceausescu dictatorship, Librescu
refused to swear a loyalty oath and
join the Communist Party, and he
was fired from his job at a state re-
search institute in 1975after he ap-
plied to emigrate to Israel. Unable
to work or publish, he smuggled
out manuscripts for a book that
was published in the Netherlands.
Under a deal sealed during a
visit to Romania-by Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin in 1977,
Librescu and some other .Jews
were permitted to go to Israel, and
he arrived there with his family
in 1978. He joined the faculty of
Tel Aviv University, where
he taught aeronautical and
mechanical engineering.
A1985sabbatical year at Virginia
Tech became a permanent stay
after Librescu was drawn to the
opportunities there for research
and teaching.
"My father was not a religious
man, but he believed that time
was short here and there was work
to be done," his son, Arleh, said in
his eulogy. "He took advantage of
every minute to do what he loved."
"Dad, 'your aerodynamics class-
es are over now, but on April 16
you started a new course of study,
Introduction to Bravery, which
millions of students have seen
and read," Aryeh said. "This class
won't improve the performance of
airplanes, but it will improve and
influence humanity down here."
Librescu's other son, Joe, said:
"I'm proud of you, and 1 walked
down the street today with my
head held high because 1 have
such a father."
Other speakers said Librescu's
sacrifice had become a source of
pride for Jews around 'the world.
"We are grieving but also proud
that someone like you belongs
to our people," said Ra'anana's
mayor, Nahum Hofrl.
On the morning after the shoot-
ing, Marlena Librescu sent an
e-mail to her husband's students,
asking them for details of what
happened in his last minutes
with them. The replies flowed in,
filled with words of gratitude to the
slain professor.
Josh Wargo, who was attending
Coroner: Boise man
.stabbed, strangledVirginia Tech Professor
who shielded students is
laid to rest in Israel
An autopsy revealed that a
victim found dead in his Boise
apartment Friday died of
multiple stab wounds and
ligature strangulation.
Fernando Leon Vallesteros, 26,
of 'Boise was found in his apart-
ment near Curtis and Overland
roads in Boise on Friday by
someone who described himself as
the victim's relative.
. Police believe the murder
had been committed within the'
past two or three days.
No weapon was found.
Shortly after 4 p.m. Saturday,
Vallesteros' Mtrsublshi Galant,
which was missing from the
victim's apartment when his
body was discovered, was
located when a citizen spotted it
in Garden City .and called
police dispatchers.
The vehicle was parked but
the driver began to leave, and
the citizen followed it briefly
until Boise Police could make a
traffic stop.
Officials questioned the male
adult driving "the car, but as of
Saturday night, no further details
had been released.
Police said they have no solid
. suspects in the murder.
Vallesteros was a contestant
in the "Buscando Una Estrella"
competition, a local 'Spanish-
language "American Idol"-style
contest sponsored. by Tu Mirada
magazine.
He was originally from
Mazatlan, Mexico.
Liviu Librescu, the 76-year-old
professor and Holocaust survi-
vor killed as he tried to block the
Virginia Tech gunman from enter-
ing his classroom, was laid to rest
last Friday among the fields and
citrus groves outside this town,
praised as a hero who gave his life
for his students.
"1 will never know what went
through your mind in those last
moments:' said Librescu's wife,
Marlena, sobbing next to his body;
which was wrapped in a Jewish
prayer shawl. "1 hope very much
that wherever you are, 'you will
watch over your family. I am left
with only the good things from
you, and the pain of losing my
dearest friend."
Relatives, friends and ordinary
Israelis came to pay their respects
to the engineering professor whose
last act, which enabled his stu-
dents to flee to safety, resounded
well beyond his family's private
circle of grief.
President Bush paid tribute to
Librescu in remarks Wednesday at
the Holocaust 'Memorial Museum
in Washington, and at the fu-
neral, a Romanian diplomat pre-
sented the professor's widow with
the country's highest decoration.
Librescu was a native of Romania
and immigrated to Israel before
moving to the United States.
His death' had additional
resonance in Israel because it
came on the national memorial
day for the Holocaust.
"He was a Holocaust survivor,
killed on Holocaust Day in what
was truly an act of bravery. It
, touched all of us, and he deserves
our last respects even if we didn't
know him," said Yael Gross, 23,
who came to the funeral with a
friend. '
~;.Librescu, whose specialty was
1reronautical engineering, was eu-
If~gized as a prolific scientist with
:alsingle-minded dedication to his.
work and students, who had re-
built his life after years of hardship
in Nazi-allied Romania and later
under Communist rule there.
During World War 11, Librescu's
NATIONAL
NASA prepares for the
the end of the shuttle era
With only three years remain-
ing before the space-shuttle
fleet's planned retirement, NASA
managers have begun tackling
the thorny issues that will dictate
the program's end.
Critical facilities must be
overhauled to support planned
human missions to the moon.
Billions of dollars' worth of
obsolete shuttle hardware must
be disposed of. And, most difficult
of all, thousands of jobs must be
shifted or eliminated as the shuttle
era ends and the new Constellation
project takes off.
"Because it touches so many
buildings and pieces of equip-
-ment and - most important of all -
people, it requires a lot of
technical management and
attention every day:' said Joel
Kearns, transition manager for
NASA's space-operations divi-
sion at the agency's headquarters
in Washington. "It's a really big
retirement and closeout."
Nowhere will the changes be
felt more keenly than at Kennedy
Space Center, which will see a
W.HAT THE?
Uh, sir, there's a slight
problem with your car
While a couple was on a three-
week vacation in Australia, thiertl!s
broke into their car, which Was
parked in front of their home'Tn
Streatham, England.
Since the rear window was
smashed, police towed the vehicle
to the impound lot.
Then, for some reason, officials
there crushed it into a cube.
,
NORTHEASTCANWUSMAP
Report taken.
4/6/07 yehlcle burglary - Suspect entered ve-
hicle and stole ~arklng permit. Report taken.
4/7/97 Burglary - Approximately 15 trophies
were stolen from the Cultural Center in the
Student Union. Report taken.
4/7/07 Vandalism-The glass sign outside the
Hemingway Center was broken. Report taken.
4/2/07 Vehicle Burglary - Suspect entered
unlocked vehicle in Parking Garage and stole
parking permit. Report taken.
4/2/07 Vandalism - Landscaping trees were
pushed over and broken at Beacon/Michigan.
Report taken.
4/2/07 Vandalism - Graffiti was written In per-
manent blue marker throughout a first-floor
men's room of Student Union. Report taken.
4/3/07 Vehicle Burglary - Suspect entered ve-
hicle parked in Chaffee parking lot and stole
parking permit. Report taken.
4/4/07 Vandalism - Suspect destroyed a wind-
shield ona vehicle parked in the parking lot of
the University Square Apts. Report taken,
Dell,ing brought to Ada
County to face charges
first degree homicide within the since both incidents with Delling
next week.' and the Virginia Tech shooting
. "It's been pretty quiet since those come within weeks of each other.
events," Ada County. Lieutenant "This [Virginia Tech shooting)
Scott Johnson said. of course falls on the heels of a
" John Delling, the suspect In-the Delling's arraignment comes murderofoneofourstudentsacou-
murder of a Boise State student nearly two weeks· after he was pIe of weeks ago and the murder of
and a University of Idaho student, arrested 'in Sparks, Nev. after he a student at the University ofIdaho.
was booked in the Ada County Jail was found with BradleyMorse's car. Itreallyd6escause you to step back
Saturday, April 14. Delling was Morse, 25,was aBoise State student' and reflect on the poIiclesthat are
arraigned on stolen vehicle charges - majoring in computer science. . in place to ensure that people off
last Monday at1:30 p.m, ·We're still not real sure onhls or on campus who are troubled
Delling Issetto appear in· court motives,"Johnsonsaid.·. are identified, soughtout and glv-
for a' preliminary hearing on the . Ada Countydetectlves have yet to en .the aSSlst1IDcethey need ,before
grandtheftcharge APril 3.0. . .... futtherinterrogateDelUng. < . .. .sqIIlething soincompfehensil>1eilS
In additllll1,Pro~~torll are BSUPre~lde~t Robert Kustra what has happened at Virginia Tech
exPe~t~~~;~:;:;~~~~7.~~m':f;mf~- r~I~~h,~co~e11J.~rt¥~mpu~ _.~~e8n't,~~p.f~ here:~._, ;.: ._ .
BY JESSICA
CHRISTENSEN &
CEAN SIEGEL
Arbiter Staff
4/8/07 Vehicle Vandalism - Suspect broke grill
on a vehicle parked in the stadium parking lot.
Report taken, -
4/9/07'Vandalism - Damage was done to a
partition In room 110 of Tech Services. Report
taken.
4/4/07 Burglary~. Suspect tookcicnainsaw from 4/11/07 Vehicle Burglary - Parking permit was]
the greenhouse on campus. Report taken. stolen from a vehlcle parked in the Varsity
. Center Parking Lot. RepCirttaken.
4/4/07 Vehicle Burglary- Suspect entered ve- .
hicle and stole parkIng perrnlt, Report taken. 4/15/07 Driving· WitlJout· Prlvlieges - Traffic
stop at Capitol/UniversIty resulted In arrest
for, drlvlnlt while.,suspel'\dedand.no Insurance.
Report taken, 'arrest· made.·. .
.4/6/07. Bike Theft"- Abike was stolen from
a •bike ',.rack. at·· the .·Unlversity ..Square. Apts.
"l.,.'."j:,", ;'.>'.:;"", ..•.•.,'>. .' '.: - ": ,', ,_c.,. ,', ,'".. .',.:'T.
____________________ ~ A___=_p_r'__i_l_2_3_,_2_0_0_7_
Talkin'Broncos ask Senate for support
BY CHARLOTTE TAYLOR and scapegoat for this: Most said.
News Writer The problem, as Most ~plained,
is a lack of permanent funding for
the forensics team. The Talldn'
Broncos are currently operating on
a budget consisting of temporary in-
creases and gifts from various cam-
pus administrations. It is because of
this fiscal instability that the team is
losing its long-time coach.
"I cannot schedule for the
future on the basis of temporary
monies," Most said. "That would
be irresponsible."
The Communication Department
is currently looking for a full-time,
tenure-track faculty member to re-
place Most as coach of the Talkin'
Broncos.
The program is in no danger of
disappearing, but it has had to limit
the number of tournaments it can
attend and the number of students
who can participate.
"Without this permanent fund-
BSU business team wins competition
The Associated Students of Boise
StateUniversitySenate continues to
pack in the crowds. There were few ,
empty .seats In the Student Union
Forum Thursday as students and
staff filed in to support the Talkin'
Broncos.
TheBoiseState forensics team has
been the subject ofmuch debate on
campus lately.
Although it has enjoyed unprec-
edented success in the last decade,
the Talkin' Broncos are said to be on
the verge ofextinction.
Former Talkin' Broncos Coach
Marty Most addressed the Senate
Thursday to explain the team's
financial dilemma and his own
decision to step down as coach.
Viva la resolution
"I don't think you're going to find
anyone that you can point a finger at
BY DARCIE NUn
News Writer
The Boise StateUniversityCollege
of Business and Economics ROCAS
student team continues to gain
recognition in business plan com-
petitions across the United States
and Canada. The team ofBSUgrad-
uate students took first place at a
national business plan competition
in Canada and will advance to the
"Superbowl of world business plan
competitions" inMay.
The team, ROCASInternational,
took first place against 15 other
teams in the Elevator Pitch round in
the Stuart Clark Venture Challenge,
hosted bythe UniversityofManitoba
in Winnipeg. The ROCAS team
also placed second in the Most
Innovative Technology category
at the University of Oregon when
the team participated in the New
Venture Championship in Portland
April 12-14.It received the award out
of a field of20 teams from across the
United States,Canada and Thailand.
The team will next compete
against other teams at Moot Corp,
the "Superbowl,"at the University of
Texasin Austin,May2-5.
According to Professor Kent
Neupert of the College of Business
and Economics, the concept and
team were developed by Boise
State University College of Business
and Economics, the Idaho Small
Business Development Center and
SCORE in working with a local
inventor to commercialize new
obstacle detection technology. The
management team includes the CEO
ofROCASInternational JohnHarvey,
Ron Haxton, Tara Poulton and Jim
Shaffer,the inventor.
"ROCAS International Inc. will
develop, manufacture and market a
patented dependable and durable la-
ser-based radar electronic device,the
ing we will continue to see the size
of the team erode," Senator Evan
Meriwether said. Meriwether, a
member of the Talkin' Broncos, in-
troduced a resolution Thursday that
would affirm "an increase in finan-
cial support from the university:
No actual monetary backing is at-
tached to the resolution. The Senate
would simply acknowledge the
team's achievements and support its
search foradditional funding.
The Semite seemed concerned
with the plight ofthe forensics team,
particularly the lack of scholarships
available to participants.
"When you're trying to recruit,
how do you entice them when the
scholarships go to other people?"
Senator Mariah Fowler asked.
The Senate moved, after. sev-
eral guest speakers and impromp-
tu gallery comments, to send the
resolution to the 'University Affairs
Committee for further consider-
ation.
Other business
Senate Resolution Number One,
organizing a candlelight vigil for the
victims ofthe Virginia Tech tragedy, ,
was tabled indefinitely Thursday.
Senator Kayleigh Jack and Senator
Chadwick Davis felt it would be best
to support ASBSU President Amy
Ortmann's efforts instead.
"We'd like to unite behind
'President Ortmann," Davis said ..
"There is no longer a need for this
resolution:
ASBSU Vice President Mark
Getecha requested volunteers from
the Senate to sit on the Grant Fund
Committee.
_ So far this term,
two student organizations have
requested grant fund money to
supplement their budgets.
The Grant Fund is a service af-
filiated with the ASBSUFinancial
AdvisoryBoard.
Whenyaur I
car want
start ...
208-323-1282
1.0% dilcaunt lar
BSU studenls
Rotor Obstacle Collision Avoidance be Emergency Medical Services
System (ROCAS)," Neupert said. (EMS), police and other commer-
"The system detects wires, trees, cial helicopters, followed by en-
structures and other obstacles en- try into U.S. Government military
countered by helicopters, during aircraft and then' international
take-off and landing, and while expansion," Neupert said.
hovering and performing other low- According to www.mootcorp.org,
speed maneuvers." the Moot Corp Competition, now in
Neupert said 170 to 200 civilian its 24th year, was the first business
helicopter accidents occur everyyear plan competition when it began in
in the United States. Six percent of 1984.
helicopter accidents are due directly The competition's Website said 24
to wire strikes, according to a study teams will compete in five challeng-
by the National Transportation es, each hosted by a different firm.
SafetyBoard. "In the challenges, each team
"The same study identified 15 will have 30 minutes to provide
causes for helicopter accidents, of an overview of its venture and
which 11 of those causes may have interact with the investors. The
been avoidable if the operator had winners will each receive $1,000,"the
ROCASaboard," Neupert said. Websitesays.
According to Neupert, the ROCAS Ten semifinalists will then
obstacle avoidance system can sig- compete in two divisions.The judges
nificantlyreduce the number ofheli- in each division will select a finalist
copter accidents that occur yearly. and four finalists will compete for
"The initial target markets will , the title ofGlobalChampion.
I HAVE OVERCOME
PROCRASTINATION
I will work with you to teach you, on-site,
how to overcome this habltl
Stress, anxiety, guilt and cramming will
become things 'of the past within 2-3,
25-mlnute sessions; I work on-site with
you.
No charge for the initial Interview. Ongo-
ing help. Call- Jake, at 850-1845
f
"
Theway we see it ...
Go beyond the standard
candlelight vigil response
For the last week we've heard every
administrator, politician, official and talking
head discuss at length the tragedy at Virginia
. Tech and how it has deeply affected all of us.
To show that we're affected even at Boise State
University - more than 2,000 miles away from
.' the deadliest shooting spree in modern U.S.
. history - all of the standard precautionary
measures are being taken.
Security on the BSU campus has been tripled,
counseling services have opened their doors to
students, and ofcourse our own safety policies and
procedures are being examined. .
When such a tragedy of this magnitude occurs,
it is human nature to want to reach out and help
the inflicted anyway you can. .
The problem formost ofus is figuring ou t exactly
howto do this, because while it may be unpopular
or not politically correct to say - the Virginia Tech
tragedy did not deeply affect all us, much less
.. most of us, at Boise State.
While our hearts weep for the victims and their
families, most of us didn't miss our next class
and only about a dozen students out of 18;000
could find the time to attend last week's televised
memorial service in the Jordan Ballroom.
The purpose of pointing this out isn't to suggest
the students of Boise State don't care, but it does
shed some perspective on how "deeply affected"
we all really are.
It's almost as if we have a ready-made
response for any kind of tragedy: get a letter from
the President out ASAP, publicly announce your
intent to review policies and procedures, offer
counseling services and wait for well-meaning
students to organize a candlelight vigil.
Once this is done we've shown BSU cares.
This formulaic response for national tragedies
is becoming all too familiar, but nobody wants
to question how effective it is. When something
like a response to a tragedy of this magnitude
.becomes automatic, it loses its meaning. It be-
comes less about honoring the lives of those lost
and more about our own self-glorification.
A perfect example of this is last week's candle-
light vigil at a Washington community college
that was held during the day.
There's nothing quite like lighting your
candle and paying your respects to the perished
during the day because you've got things to do
at the night.
This isn't to suggest measures taken like a
candlelight vigil can't help some in the grieving
process, but what else can be done?
What we're asking is for something more.
Something more than the standard response we
feel obligated to give.
Let the vigil be the starting point.
The starting point to something more
tangible than the same old tired 'Ra-Ra, go
Broncos' speech.
Idaho State Superintendent Tom Luna has
openly discussed school security in the past
_ including equipping classrooms with outside
phone access, silent alarms and. push-button
door locks. Is this the answer?
We don'tknow, but this and hundreds of other
ideas at least deserve to be talked about.
The shooting spree. at Virginia Tech didn't
affect us the same way it did the Hokies... and
thank God it didn't.
So while they grieve, let's actually do some-
thing more than pretend we care with nothing
more than a routine vigil.
r "
The way we see it is based on the majority opinions of
The Arbiter editorial board. Members of the board are Drew
Mayes, editor-in-chief; Troy Sawyer, business manager;
Heather Englisll, proauction manager; Dustin Lapray, man-
aging editor; Barry Franklin, opinion editor;Harsh Mantri,
online editor and Sheree Whiteley, lead copy editor.
Online EdItor
Harsh Mantrl
tOtlllllllDlUllt@lrbltlronIIJJ •.nlD
Operation Iraqi· Freedom:
a four-year farce of occupational maladv
BY MICHAEL MCKLASKEY
Opinion Writer
Four . years into the
U.S. occupation in Iraq,
and George Bush- is convinced a
timetable for withdrawal equals
admitting defeat.
The U.S. Senate passed a bill recently
to provide war funding, with the
inclusion of a timetable for
withdrawal. Our commander-in-chief
promises to veto any bill with stipu-
lations for withdrawal attached, but
bringing our troops home is an idea
that's gaining sway in Iraq.
There have been 700,000
Iraqis dead and three
million displaced in the last four
years. Weapons of mass destruction
were never found, unless you count
the corpses of missiles used in the
Iran-Iraq War.
No yellowcake uranium, no nuclear
ambitions (much less capability).
At this point, the war/occupation
in Iraq is a tragedy, because most
reasonable people will now admit that
we didn't have a single good reason
for invading in the first place.
What was once a stable, functioning
state is now a failed state, ensnared in
factional conflict otherwise known
BY MONICA FEDRIZZI
Guest Opinion
The 2008 Presidential Election is
over a year away, and the candidates
arc sprinting toward the finish.
Further intensifying the battle is the
unprecedented variety of candidates,
particularly on the Democratic ros-
ter. The first female candidate and the
first black American candidate arc
each vying to win in the Democratic
primary election.
After years of white male succes-
sion of the Presidency, there might
actually be a change in government
that reflects the diversity and equal-
ity that the United States claims to
represent. What a progressive year for
the American people.
Some don't share the enthusiasm
for the milestone that this is, particu-
larly when referring to our first woman
" Imagine howyou'd feel if youwere
.told by your doctor that
the complications
experienced by carry- .
ing your baby to term
will most likely kill
you, but there is
nothing he can do
about it because the
court decided that
ending your child's life
to save your own will
result in the doctor's
imprisonment for two
years;
.' it has long cherished, and I believe
made up.
Our neocon leadership is destroy-
ing any credibility we have left on the
world stage. Nobody believes that the
war in Iraq is a "just war," and enough
atrocities have happened because
of our four-year fumble to make me
think "war crimes" rather than med-
al of honor. It seems these conflicts
overseas will never end, as long as we
meddle in sovereign nations' affairs.
Instead of being the boon we predict-
ed it would be, a free and democratic
Iraq is more bloody and savage than it
was under Saddam Hussein.
Instead of spreading the idea of
democracy, the War on Terror in Iraq
has fomented insurgency.
Now more than ever the call to fight
personal favorite, especially when ut-
tered by a woman.
This country prides itself on women's
suffrage and is appalled at Women's
place in other cultures. Ironically,
we punish the women who attain
power in a man's world by calling them
the Bword.
Would Hillary be where she is if she
was a timid, acquiescing woman? No.
Would Condoleeza- Rice be where
she is? Women cannot complain
about societal objectification of wom-
en and then turn around and judge
women who stand for what we have
supposedly fought for.
Because she stood by Billthrough
, the' Monica issue, is the final
response to address. Has there been
any president who divorced in the
White House? No. Ronald Reagan
is the only president who was ever
divorced, and that was thirty-three
In the struggle between opposing
groups regarding the legality of this
certain type of abortion, much of the
facts are lost in angry debates about
the "sanctity of life" and produce no
viable solution. This is simply a case of
women's rights versus the opinion of
the court. Should we allow nine people
to govern the populace by personal be-
liefs? Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, the
only woman on the court, summed up
her dissent SUCCIllCtlyby saying: "For
the first time since Roe, the Court bless-
es a prohibition with no exception pro-
tecting a woman's health:
The fact of the case is that this
late-term abortion saves the lives of
women who experience complica-
tions during their pregnancy. It is
not a method used as birth control,
and it only accounts for less than
one-tenth of one percent of al1 abor-
tions. So by banning this method, our
court is definitively stating that the
health of women is not as important as
the health of an unborn child.
And if it can state that for the
record, what is stopping it from banning
all abortions?
The problem as I see it lies not in the
decision itself, but in the action of the
" At this point, the war/occupation
in Iraq is a tragedy,becaus~ most
reasonable people will now admit that
we didn't have a single good reason
for invading in the first place. "
candidate, Hillary Clinton. I have had
conversations regarding Hillary and
am troubled about people's opinions.
We are entitled to our own opinions,
however, before we take a stance and
voice an opinion, we should have some
information on that topic. We shouldn't
have absolute disdain without being
able to explain our reasoning yet, I
encounter people who "hate" Hillary'
or "fear" her, and upon asking, why, I
get a shrug followed by what I do not
define as an answer.
"I don't know, I just don't like her," is
one response I've heard. You just can't
put your finger on it?
With our men and women dy-
ing and our reputation to the world
deteriorating everyday, you need to
. put some thought into it. The fate of
the next president affects the fate
of this nation. "I don't know" is not
acceptable, Hillary is too hard, is a
BY JACOB GOOD
Guest Opinion
"
As Iwrite this, it's been a fev...days
since the Supreme Court of the
United States ruled, in a 5-4 decision,
that partial-birth abortion is unconsti-
tutional. You'd thinkI wouldn't have any
vested interest in the ruling about
women and their reproductive
rights, but even a man such as myself
understands the deeper ramifications
ofthis decision. As pro-life groups jump
for joy, liberty weeps yet again.
When John Roberts and Samuel
Alito were nominated to the Supreme
Court, I wasn't nearly as fearful as many
liberals were that they would swing
the court in the favor of the conser-
vatives and set back women's rights.
They had both been quoted as say-
ing that they were against abortion
personally, but professionally they
would uphold it because it has been
found to be constitutional. I thought
this signified a great attitude of
pragmatism that every justice should
follow, in which the law triumphs
over personal beliefs. But their most
recent decision made my hope in
them disappear.
Students should think hard about our next president
Freedom. rings a hollow tone
as civil war, and the situation in Iraq
is a cauldron for jihadists from all
over the region.
As long as the United States sticks
around; providing Army soldiers as
mobile targets for insurgent groups,
we will continue to see not only U.S.
and British casualties on the ground,
but an ever-increasing body count
of innocent Iraqis, whose only crime
was waiting for the promised freedom
of a democratic Iraq.
Rather than. admit a failure in
policy, the Bush adrninistra-
tion now seeks a war czar to' over-
see both the wars in Afghanistan
and Iraq. According to some, many
retired generals have been sought
for the position, but most have
turned it down.
After what happened to Scooter
Libby in lieu of the Valerie Plame
leak, who would want to be in such a
key position?
The creation of a new Czar
position in the presidential
cabinet is historic; it will only
validate the growing international
sentiment that the United States is
a power-hungry, treaty-violating,
freedom-rescinding, preemptive
war-making country, and not the
benevolent big brother - an image
the invaders away from the holy lands
is an international bugle cal1 for help
and reinforcement.
After we invaded Iraq, Osama bin
Laden swore to defeat us by slowly
chipping away at our forces. We now
have our soldiers pull two or more 12-
to-IS-month tours, working against
our morale.
As many people support this war
as approve of the president. It is
.depleting our war funds that now tally
$400 billion and are increasing.
Maybe if we leave, the terrorists
win, but only in that we're leaving
their lands.
As long as we .have
cruise missiles, we can still fight
the War on Terror without an unjust
presence in Iraq.
years before his Presidency.
Of the forty-three presidents we
have had, I am sure that some have
had indiscretions. JFK is rumored to
be a playboy while married.
What married people decide for their
relationship is.none of our business!
Catholics don't promote divorce,
but we don't chastise tnem for work-
ing through marital problems. I'm not
a die-hard Hillary supporter. I'm a
supporter of informed decisions
and dialogue.
This is a tumultuous time and voters
from all parties are questioning deci-
sions made by our current President,
and the decisions made to elect him a
second time. In the next election, let's
really know our candidate and why we
are or are not voting for him or her.
Monique Fedrizzi is
a BSU student
court to legislate yet another aspect
of personal choice by upholding the
beliefs that others wish to force upon a
woman. The court has certainly done
this before, most notably in the case
against assisted suicide in Oregon,
and now they're making the case
against personal liberty for women
across America.
Imagine how you'd feel if you were
told by your doctor that the complica-
tions experienced by carrying your
baby to term will most likely kill you,
but there is nothing he can do about it
because the court decided that ending
. your child's life to. save your own will
result in the doctor's imprisonment for
two years .: This is a ridiculous decision
that puts the rights of an unborn child
against those of its mother, even if that
child is harming its mother simply be-
cause of nature's blind act.
So the next time you enjoy. the
freedoms guaranteed to you by the
Constitution, remember that at anymo-
ment the highest law of the land can rip
those away from you, and only because
its personal beliefs have corrupted the
law. Let freedom ring'?
Jacob Good is a Boise State student
y
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shoutdnow
Guest opinions of no more than 500 words
may be submitted for publication on any
topic. Letters to the editor must.not exceed
300 words and must include the writer's full
name, city, state and major (if applicable).
All submissions are subject to editing ..Both
guest opinions and letters to the editor may
be sent via e-mail to letters@arbiteronline.
com. The Arbiter cannot verify the accu-
racy of statements made in letters to the
. editor; they reflect the opinion of the writ-
ers.Opinions expressed by guest and staff
columnists reflect the diversity of opinion
in the academic community and often will
be controversial, but they do not represent
the institutional. opinion of The Arbiter or
any organization the author may be affili-
ated with unless it is labeled as SUCh•
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Chivalry is dead, respect is fading
BY RYAN RA SMUS SEN' sidewalk is the action I get the most this' and one made the comment
Arbiter Staff shock and awe from. For you who that guys growing up with sisters,
don't know the purpose behind this especially older sisters, tend to
action, it is so that when walking have a stronger grasp on being
down the street the woman doesn't a' gentleman. She said that she
get splashed by rainwater or hit by and ..her sister were making sure
other surrounding hazards. that their little brother grew up .
When I do this I get a range of knowing how to be courteous
peculiar responses. Even after with a girl, as well as people in gen-
explaining myself there is still a level eral.
of shock. When I was relating some dating
Why is this? stories to a fellow writer, she asked
Is our society eroding away me where I learned to act like this.
some of the easiest, most courte- The question was 'actually peculiar
ous things we can do? I have asked to me, because it seems like I've al-
many women why these actions waysknown these things, but Iknow
are so foreign to them, and their re- it was my family. I can't even count
sponse is they have never had men how many times my sister gave me
act like this for them. This is quite the run down on how I was to treat
disappointing. a girl before Iwent on dates. She still
Why are parents not raising does, or she'll grill me on it after the
their kids to treat others better date. Sogirls, those ofyouwith male
than this, or are people getting lazy siblings, make sure they learn these
an:.!disrespectful? things.
I've discussed this topic with I know women are very capable
my female friends and asked of doing these things themselves.
them if I'm the odd one out on However, everyone likes to be treat-
ed like they're special, and doing
these little things is just one way for
guys to treat girls that way. Guys,'
these actions are not something that
is hard to do or remember, These
timeless actions are obviously dy-
ing.
Society as a whole is obviously
going down the toilet. Along with
lack of guys being gentlemen,
we no longer expect people in gener-
al to be respectful. We'have become
callous. '
We are not respectful to
others. We think of ourselves and
not of those around us. Most people
are not respectful to elders.
I know I could be more
respectful to elders.
I recently had the opportunity
and because I didn't understand
an . elderly man's comment, I
walked away. It took my brother
and sister to inform me what he was
talking about. I still feel guilty for
walking away.
People are now almost shocked
when courteous actions fall on
them, however, they are grateful
when it occurs.
Courteousness is received by few,
with an effect of surprise, which
could' very well be the cause 'for it
not occurring enough. In my family
we are taught to be respectful to our
elders and watch our mouths when
speaking to one another. We never
had our mouths washed out with
soap, but one time I told my brother
to "bite me" at the dinner table and I
got an ear-full from my parents.
If we are not respectful in ev-
ery action that we do, how can
it be expected for a guy to be
respectful to women? Being a
descent person, guy or giri, has
everything to do with showing
dignity and respect for yourself
and .others. The next time you are
out with friends, girlfriends, lovers,
family or .by yourself, show
some respect and be courteous
to those around you. It'll be
greatly appreciated.
lam a
Californian
in Idaho
BY BRIANNA RUSSEL
Opinion Writer
After a number of dates
with women during the past
year, I have noticed one thing -
chivalry and respect are becoming
things of the past.
When I go out with a girl, I
._"conduct, .... myself in ·the
manner taught to ime by
my elders during my childhood.
I open doors, pick
up the tab, walk on the
outside ofthe sidewalk and carry out
other gentlemanly actions.
I treat all my female friends this
WdY, my mother, my sister - all of .
them. However, holding a door
for anyone, guy or girl, is just be-
ing courteous. I watch people in
public and see men everywhere not
opening doors for their wives, girl
friends, mothers or not even holding
the door for others. I see women act-
ing the same way.
Walking on the outside of the
::;:,,.:.
-HQ\'Ejq <IlP~
As a native Californian, I can't
help but feel as though I am not
wanted in Idaho. One reason for this
disposition is the bumper sticker on
a car that read "Don't Californicate
Idaho."
This was amusing at first, but
somewhat disturbing as the Idaho
police has already interrogated me
on three separate occasions.
My Idahoan friends tell me that
driving around with a California
license plate is like driving around
with a bulls-eye on my bumper.
Since when did the United States
become the Idaho State?
Why not travel around the
country and experience all America
has to offer us?
Is there something wrong with a
little diversity in this state?
I think Idaho could use some more
liberal thinking since it is noted as
one of the most conservative states
in the country. More specifically,
Boise reminds me of Sacramento,
Calif. The population size isn't too
far off with Boise at approximately
200,000 people and Sacramento at
approximately 300,000.
The state capital is in Sacramento,
as is Boise. Sacramento also has a
State University similar in size to
BSU,although its football team isn't
nearly as good.
There were some things I
did notice that were quite dif-
ferent in Idaho than California;
. one is the fact that everyone
has a dog and when I was in the
grocery store in Hailey, there was
a neighborhood dog walking
around inside the store greeting
the customers.
Unfortunately, not everyone in
California is as dog-loving and toler-
antasinidaho.Also,Ilovehowcarsin
parking lots are running and
unlocked with no one in them.
IfIleftmycarrunninginCalifornia,
it would be gone by the time I came
back. Of course, it is hardly ever.
below 30 degrees in California.
I have met some really cool
people here that are making me
never want to leave. Family is what'
brought me here in the first place,
that and my search for direction
with mylife after college.
I love the snow and have
been !nowboarding at almost
every. resort in Idaho: Brundage,
Pomerelle, Bogus and Sun Valley.
Just iny luck it was one ofthc
driest winters Idaho has ever had
according to the weatherman on the
ChanneI7Newsreport.: " .....-'.
Overall, myexperiencehalitreat-.
ed me well.and those. tllat say", ..
out' can get over it iUld ....'"
fact tllllttra~'inSldf
ineYttable;AndI{ Ubi,' .
caJlfotni "tutihereiO
" ,,' ....~ ....,.,., .•..,.'..,,:..~
When I look back on my high
school years, I begin to wonder how
much it has changed. Iknow the big-
gest problems I faced included what
college to go to, what my friends
were up to tonight, what time my
soccer.game is at and who's having
a party this weekend." ..
I took some time to intervie~ a
fewhigh school students on my trip .
home. to California·' during spring
break. Lately.!tseems like they have
.' bigger problems than Iever did.
Now. everyone. ~nd thel,r:mom
. - . -. .. : .
How much has ~igh school-changed?
BY BRIANNA RUSSELL has a cell phone. If you don't enough to handle when I was that .Junches,and one issue that struck going to be turning to sex and
Opinion- Writer have a c.ellphone then you ?on't' age, ?ut ~dding the ~bilities ofan m~ ~sthe most surprising is ~eens' drugs n:uch quicker than previous
have a life, Pagers were an Issue e-mail WIth personality can cause ability to purchase marijuana generanons have. .
when I was in high school, now some problems. easierthaualcohol. Having the Internet 'as an out-
kids have to remember to bring their Somegirlsmentioned the constant Perhaps that last one hasn't let to these types of delinquencies
cell phones with them and tum flirtatiousactivityonMyspaceofoth- changed much but I still fmd Is making it easier for teens to get
them offduring class. er girls and their boyfriends, causing it shocking that teens younger involved insexand drama instead of
Another dilemma that these relationship issues. Also, the than 21 can find a way to pur- "steering away from it. -
students brought to my atten- constant popularity' contest high chase an illegal drug much faster More rules and stricter guide-
tion was the effects of everyone school brings out can now be than alcohol. lines in school will only give them
having a Myspace account. battled online; " The point is, are, teens now more reason to break them and
Ever since Mysp.ace came to be Other iss~es like the newly-en- faced withinore problems and tum toward drugs.
a feW years ago, young people forced exit exams that may cost a hurdles ~than: they were)our or ..Sometimes I wonder what
liavebeentargetsforadvertislngand student $eir 'graduationrlghts, " fiveyearsagolIbelle-veso;' . it would be like to go back .to
marketing gimmicks, eyJ>trr.spac~ ID badges ,that have become . I think with ~technology taldrighighschool. and,_ theslmpler
p~dators ~d pOrn-star losers; . ..stUdent·~ passest0i!Ilter 'and leave off so qUiCkly'and lii!WtuIes fronidays,but now it's nodooking
Highschol?ld.flu.rulwaslDOrethlU!'camp~, Damore' off-clamPUS the schix.'I.smetn/these'kids lire sosliriple:
.' ." • . ' _. -,. ,- '.~._ .'. - ;. '-.' -·..~r .' :,'.
Not
Student movies go up
One thing you cannot. help but
love is the benefits of beinga .stu-
dent. Althoughwe have to pay an
- outrageous amount of money to at-
tend an institution for high learn-
ing,businesses around town are al- • f II I ' · d'
w~~~~~~~:~:~~~tSi:t~::~~ard's Sa.n]aya· Ina v eaves American I 01'
Downtown, which used to let you
get in with student identification, BY RICH MACIALEK
for only $5. However, that hasn't McClatchy Newspapers
lasted long.
The other day I went in and. At last it's over. The only
happened to notice the price had thing worse than SanjayaMalakar's
. risen fifty cents. It may be only singing was everyone talking
two quarters, but let the record about his singing.
show that the coinage can cost you Thankfully we.have been spared
a load oflaundry, this nightmare and little Sanjaya
Let this be a lesson to Edward's for was sent packing.
upping the price. We may be young This week "American Idol"
andnaivlL.biJtwe '"ain't" stupid cdecidelltofeature both country .
_. al1d~; Will notice the new price;;anllwestem music. Sadly, most
•.....Conie~~, J dJdn't skip alllnyctillegit ,of ..the contestants ·c.: ,couldn't
cl~smy~nts paidfot;; , ,:::' ·:~Uy. cope witllsUchsimpleJare
• ~ ••~_., J ,,~-::~'i-,::0: c~..- "'?'.: '" - " ',-:.' "
and sang dismally. his performance betrayed his roots league singing country.
Unsurprisingly, Sanjaya gave as a talent show winner. Chris Richardson didn't re-
a lackluster' performance. Next up was Iordin Sparks. ally make much of an impression.
Although with his tight jeans and About halfway through her per- Combining pitch problems with a
bandanna, Sanjaya looked like formance shewent from sounding nasal delivery, he just didn't give a
a prison bride. In fact, Sanjaya like a beauty pageant contestantto very good performance. ,
looked so cute Maxim made him singing like a star. This kid could go Even though her dress looked
"Girl of the Day" on Wednesday. ailthe way. 'like a slipcover off a second-
Unfort\lDatelyJll,r him it wasn't a ..Wearing a low cut dress and . hand couch; Melinda Doolittle
beauty contest. America voted and knee-high. gold boots, LaKisba deliyered a top-notch performance
Itwas sayonara Sanjara.· .. Jones looked like some sort of 70's as always. She's even stopped.
Phil Stacy opened the nighfwith TV super-villain. I kept WaIting for looking surprised when the judges
allongthatproves.whymostpeople ..WonderWomaIi to showup and compllmenther. .... .....
stlllhaverl't heatdof Keith Urban. deflect.sour noteswitlihe~:E'~8ic . Blake'IAlwlS closed.w1thWhat
StaCys:singiIJgv/iis ~cceptable, ~utb":8celets.cLaICis~a wa.S( !Ut'(If berwasargi1ably the best performance
·C.:. ·:·'·"'··':'.c'.).,:' ..:·'··:· .'."., ;<:: .. . ' c.-> :.. , .. .;.
ofthe night.
The voters, on the other hand,
disagreed and put him in the bot-
tom three. Bither his silly dance
moves or his sweater sealed his fate.
Only the voters know.
The worst part of all this is, of
course, the Ford commercials. The
director of theSe travesties should
be drawn and quartered for even
contemplating' the -insipid ideas
.forthese v,ideos. .' .
..With advertisements like these,
no.· wonder' domestic' auto .'sales
are do\Vri~i
WHAT'S HOT
WHAT'S NOT
IN ENTERTAINMENT
Globally
Hot
One "Perfect Stranger"
Halle Berry is back on the big
screen with one movie that is going
. to rock your world.
"Perfect Stranger" came to
theaters two weekends ago and
stars the beautiful actress along-
side Bruce Willis. A movie full
of twists and intense drama, it will
be a sure crowd pleaser for those
who can .keep up with the film's
energetic plotline.
Also, I would suggest this movie
to all you stalkers out there. It can
definitely help you fine-tune your
skills with complete direction in
shrine building and manipulation.
Check this movie out as soon
as you can and don't start your
opinion making until the film is
over.. Some of the biggest twists
come in the last scene, even in the
last two minutes.
Not
Sanjaya makes the rounds
Finally, Sanjaya is no more, at
least that is what I was hoping for.
It seems the no-talent butt
clown is still making waves on tele-
vision and now on multiple chan-
nels with guest appearances on talk
shows.
I think we have all had enough of
the cra,zyfool and his big hair tricks,
I'm just happy America realized
its issues with voting for him and
quickly changed its mind.
Here's hoping his hairdresser for
.the show got canned too.
Locally
Hot
Hit the trails
Finally escaping my block radius
I call home, which keeps me occu-
pied with ~choolwork and other an-
noying tasks, I discovered the won-
ders ofCamel's BackPark.
Who knew what an amazing
heap of dirt that park is? I am
here to spread the word to check
out this place and take an
afternoon to appreciate the beauty
right here in Boise. .
The location offers great trails for
hiking, running and biking, with
some breath-taking views of the
Boise skyline (orwhat you can make
of one). The park also gives you a
chance to watch tennis, play base-
ball or soccer and grab a blanket to
lay.out and read or study.
So when the weather decides to
be nice, head to the North End for
a peaceful experience.
Boise State University's Theatre
Arts Department opened "A
Buddhist History of the United
States" Wednesday, April Il.
The production was comprised
of five short plays, each of which
displayed" a different cultural
progression in American history.
Although the cast did a decent
job' performing, its preparation
was lacking.
I have never before in my life
seen a play, musical or any live
performance in which an actor or
actr;ss forgot their lines.
'~~~~h~L~t~~~!?~~?f!~:,~·l~,;':oo!~~~~e~~~~~??g?
Culture Writer a week after the production began, major stage scenery and props. Positive aspects to the perfor- Noh Theater, similar to Japanese
giving the cast members no excuse Although the play's mance, on the other hand, includ- Kabuki Theater, offers a much
forforgetting their lines. intention of the ed the actual storyline, which Was different approach to acting by
About halfway through the audience using its imagination quite interesting. using extensive masks and cos-
90-minute production, one of the' to envision its own Each of the different plays tumes to show stature in society.
actresses looked back at a male scenery fascinates me, I still portrayed a separate oppression "A Buddhist History of the
member of the cast sitting at a ~elieve there Is a need for some of minority races and religions in United States" used Japanese
podium with the script on it. different scenery. the United States. Noh style masks and costumes to .
At that point, the male cast The production lacked extensive The social issues Alaskan an extent and then .added
member-read the actress' line and costumes as well. Each member natives, Native Americans, African many American and Western
the actress repeated it. . \ ofthe cast wore a black outfit for the Americans, Spanish Catholics in acting styles.
.This prdves that the cast was;un- ," entire performance. . California and other minorities The style the BSU Theatre Arts
preparea' and didn't just slipl up a :.1 When the different actors dominated the stage. Department came up with and
little bit. and actresses switched roles The production used a heavily tested didn't get the job done.
During the. show I went to, for different short plays, they Americanized version of Japanese Before they attempt another
she did it again later. wore . very simple masks Noh acting and theater, providing productionofthis caliber, they need
Another negative aspect to and sometimes other small' a twist from the norm for the to get everyone on the same page.
_----------~------'----:..----~A~p-=-r.::...:i 1=-=2--=-3~·,_2=_=_O_O_7 ......
Ryan returns to the big screen
recognizable humanity.
Heartbroken and dissatis-
fied with his career writing soft-
porn films, Carter decides to go
to Michigan to help- take care of
his ailing grandmother. Before
he leaves Los Angeles, his mother
makes an observation that wil1be
key to this film:women alwayshave
been drawn to Carter.
Of course they have. Carter
might be experiencing some
emotional. upheaval, but he's a
solid, companionable guy.
. So it's plausible, likely even, that
Sarah and Lucy, whose well-tend-
ed suburban lawn faces Carter's
grandmother's overgrown yard,
would be drawn to a guy not quite
appropriate for either.
Anatural presence, StewartOodie
Foster's daughter in "Panic Room")
exhibits shyness along with the.'
curiosity of a young person yearn-
ing to be truly engaged by life. Lucy
flirts with the edges of the popu-
lar crowd, but she's too thoughtful
and too unsure ofherself to jump in
with both feet.
But Brody shows more chemis-
try with Ryan. As Sarah engages in
heart-to-hearts with Carter as they
walk her dog, she wonders if she
lost herself in trying to construct
the perfect suburban life.
Brody also works well with
Dukakis, who shows crack comic'
timing as a would-be crank who
can't hide her pleasure at having
her grandson around. Carter, who
tends to exalt his romantic attach-
ments, is learning about the less
shiny but more interesting realities
of the female experience.
But "In the Land of Women"
doesn't always flow from one
scene to another, and some scenes
appear to exist just so Kasdan can
hit certain emotional marks.
One of the picture's thematically
weightier sequences, for instance,
ends abruptly and rather oddly.
And Sarah's husband is always too
conveniently missing.
Yet "In the Land of Women"
exhibits enough empathy through-
out that it passes the test of a
slice-of-life movie: you miss these
people once the film ends,
BY CARLA MEYER
McClatchy Newspapers
characters to represent various
stages of a life, from the adolescent
awkwardness of Sarah's daugh-
ter, Lucy (Kristen Stewart), to the
unfiltered pragmatism of Carter's
grandmother (Olympia Dukakis).
But it's Sarah's middle-aged reas-
sessments that register most palpa-
bly. Ryan's first appearance on the
big screen in three years is in a sup-
porting role, but a more substantial
one than the TVads and posters for
this movie suggest.
Kasdan doesn't offer much in
the way of story, but his obvious
affection for his characters keeps
"In the Land of Women" engag-
ing. Even Elena Anaya, in a bit part
as the actress girlfriend who
dumps Carter, .gets a moment of
It takes about a minute ofwatch-
ing Meg Ryan in "In the Land of
Women" to notice how much she's
been missed.
As Sarah, a Michigan home-
maker who sparks a friendship
with -the much younger Carter
(Adam Brody), Ryan offers a study
in quiet conflict, tapping the
emotional vulnerability that al-
ways has been as vital to her appeal
as the cute-quirky thing. Though
understated, her performance
serves as an anchor for this
likable, heartfelt film.
-Director-writer Jonathan
Kasdan seems to have written his
. ",.'\i ':, .:.:
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[rHIS WEEK IN BSUmen's tennis flnishes p.erfec~
SPORTS]
Women's Golf
Monday-Wednesday
WACChampionships
TBA
Las Cruces, NM
Men's Tennis
Friday-Sunday
WACChampionships
TBA
Boise
Women's Tennis
Thursday-Saturday
WACChampionships
TBA
Boise
Track
Friday
Bronco'l\vilight
TBA
Boise
Sunday
Cardinal Qualifier
TBA
Palo Alto, Calif.
[SIDE
LINES]
ColI earns Player of
the Week honor
Senior Tiffany con has been
named Western Athletic Conference
Women's Tennis Player of the Week
for the week ofApril 9-15.
Coli, a junior from Fountain Hills,
Ariz., did not drop a set throughout
the weekend as she led Boise State
to a 3-0 record at the Boise State
Spring Classic en route to collecting
three victories in singles and two in
doubles in her final home meet as a
member of the Broncos. Coli opened
the event byknocking offUtah State's
Bridgette Strickland at the No.6 po-
sition 6-3 and 6-0. Coli earned her
second victory ofthe weekend at No.
6 singles as she ousted Aleska Costa
. ofNewMexicoState 6-2and 6-0.Coli
capped off her Boise State career
with a dominant 6-2 and 6-0 victory
over Anna Gul1ickson at No.5 sin-
gles to conclude the dual match sea-
son with a 14-3 record. In doubles,
Coli paired with Bianca Jochimsen
to defeat Bridgette Strickland and
Dee-Dee Nelson ofUtah State 8-~as
Boise State won the match 5-2. She
then teamed Klaudia Wlodarczyk to
shutout Portland's Lindsey Griffin
and Audree Jen~s8-0, as the Broncos
defeated the Pilots 8-0.
Women's golf offers clinic
Boise State Women's Golf and
Falcon Crest GolfClub are proud to
present the sixth annual women's
golf clinic at Falcon Crest Golf Club'
on Saturday, April 28 from 12:30
p.m, to 5:00 p.m. Join LisaWasinger,
DavidGronbeck and members ofthe
Women's golfteam for awomen only
clinic. The goal is for participants
to both develop their golf game 'and
learn more about Bronco Women's
Golf.Golferswith all levels ofexperi-
ence are welcome. Falcon Crest Golf
Club is located at 11102S.Cloverdale
Rd. in Kuna. Clubs will be available
for use during the clinic but par-
ticipants are requested to make ar-
rangements to borrow clubs prior
to the clinic. For more information
contact 362-8897.All proceeds from
the event will help support Bronco
women's golfscholarships.
-.',
BY TATE CASTLETON
Sports Writer
Last Saturday was a special day
in more ways than, one for the
Boise State men's tennis team.
The Broncos completed the
regular season knocking off
Eastern Washington University 6-1
and University ofCalifornia-Irvine
6-1 at the Appleton Tennis Center
to improve to 27-5 on the season.
BSUextended its winning streak
to 11 games and finished 18-0 at
home for the first time since the
2004 season when they finished
16-0. The Broncos have been a
dominating team on their home
court, going 80-6 since 2003.
"I'm so proud of my team,"
Head Coach Greg Patton said after
Saturday's duals. "We've got nine
guys who contribute and win for us
and we're excited about that."
Saturday's match with UCIrvine
was bitter sweet for Patton.
"Tonight was extra special for
me," Patton said. "Both UC Irvine
coaches played for me at Irvine
and were great athletes."
UC Irvine Head Coach Trevor
Kronemann was an All-American
for the Anteaters under Patton's
tutelage in the early' 1990s and
assistant coach Rob Nelson served
as an assistant head coach under
Patton in 1991.
"Those guys mean a lot to me
and it meant a lot to have them play
us here," Patton said.
The Broncos stole two of three
doubles matches and five of six sin-
gles matches to oust the Anteaters.
Blake Boswell and Eric Roberson
nabbed their team-leading 21st
doubles victory of the season as
they knocked off Zac Tsai and
Andrei Radulescu at the No. 2
spot 8-3 to capture the doubles
point for Boise State. '
Junior Luke Shields collected his
32nd singles winofthe season, win-
ning in consecutive sets at the No.
1 spot.6-4 and 6-1. Eric Roberson
won his 10th consecutive singles
match, ousting Shimpei Suzuki
6-4,5-7 and 6-3.
"Each of the guys play their
hearts out and it shows out
there," Patton said. "They want to
win for the team and they've
carried that attitude with them
all season long."
Earlier in the day the Broncos
made quick work of Eastern
Washington. Boise State captured
the doubles point' and five of six
singles matches to notch the win.
The Broncos relied on Piotr Dilaj
and Luke Shields, who are ranked
NO. 56 as a doubles team, to de-
feat Jonathan Davis and Patrick
Mil\ican at No.1 doubles 8-1. The
win earned the duo their 15th vic-
tory of the season.
Perhaps the highlight of the en-
tire afternoon was the return of
Bronco standout Kean Feeder,
who is touted as one of the best
tennis players at the .collegiate
level inthe country. , •
Feeder has been hampered
by injuries all season long, but
made his debut Saturday, winning
his first career match as a Bronco
in consecutive sets at the No. 1
position 6-2 and 6-3.
"Kean is one of the best college
players in the country and hav-
ing him play for us lifts our guys
up to another level," Patton said.
"He's been imprisoned by in-
juries for so long. It was so
awesome to have him out there
- playing today. We definitely look
"forward to what we can expect
from him in the future."
Boise State wil\ now turn its at-
tention to the Western Athletic
Conference Championships.
The Broncos are the defending
WAC Champions and wil1 host
the tournament, which wil1 be
held April 27-29 at the Appleton
Tennis Center.
"What we'really want to see is a
ton of people there," Patton said.
"It's going to be our mission to
make sure we get as many people
out to those matches as possible."
The Broncos will no doubt be
the top seed in the tournament
and will thus have a first-round
bye as they pursue consecutive
WACtitIes.
Boise State heads into the tour-
nament as the hottest team in the
conference and brings one of the
most talented rosters in the coun-
try to the table.
"Our guys are coming on at just
the right time," Patton said. "We
have to take this thing one match
at a time, but I'll tell ya, the prom-
ise land is right around the corner
and we can see it and we want it."
Meanwhile, Patton and
the rest of the men's tennis
team hope 'to see the seats at
The Boise State men's tennis team finished its regular
season undefeated at home after defeating Eastern
Washington University and University of California-
Irvine Saturday at the Appleton Tennis Complex .:
Appleton completely packed for
some great tennis. "
"People won't be disappointed
ifthey come out," Patton said. "We
need our fans and we encourage
them-to come out in the dozens."
Boise torches Everett 70-34
BY KYE J 0 HNSON huge dealfor us." is a graduate of Nicholls State and
Assistant Sports Editor , , .'I' ' _. .' 1 h I' h ' The Burn offense didn't slow has a few years of arena league ex-
XFS hits Boise again , am extreme y ,appy. m appy down in the second half and perience prior to playing in Boise..
It was a warm homecoming h ev k d Everett received no pity from a Beard intercepted a Bowling
The Extreme Fight Series returns for the Boise Burn Arena League wit everyone, wewor e our butts hyped-up Boise defense. pass and returned it the distance
to QwestAIena on Saturday, May 12 Football Team _ even a hot one, - Hendricks tossed another touch- of the field for a touchdown on
with its biggest and baddest event if you will. The Burn's home off and we deserve this. " down pass on the first drive of the Everett's first possession of the
yet, XFSV "HeavyHitters," present- debut was one to remember and second half. second quarter.
ed by Knockout Promotions. XFS certainly one to build on. This throw was to Linfield Jack-of-all trades player Emmett
World C\lampion Pat Smith will de- The Burn lost the coin toss and - Lee Leslie, College alum Casey Allen. Everett White was awarded the IronBoise Burn - - '
fend his world title against. former Everett got the ball to .begin the would turn the ball over on downs Man Award of the night for hishead coach
UFC Champion Mike "Big Mac" game. But the Burn 'defense held on its next possession, setting up performance on offense and
Kyle. Idaho Steelheads fan favorite out and forced the Hawks to- .ii an eventual quarterback keeper kick returns.
Jeremy Yablonski is also on the card .attempt a field goal, which was Place kicker Dan Beardall added Boise a 13-6 lead heading into the by HendrickS to give Boise a 50-18 Hendricks tossed a total of five,
in his first-ever MMA contest. The missed and returned out to the theextra.polnt and Boise quickly second period. leadwith just over four minutes to -touchdowns on the night to go
six-time Canadian Golden Gloves Boise five.yardline.' led 7-0. A crowd numbering 5,499 fans go in the game. along with one on the ground. He
Champion will bring his toughness A few familiar faces took the But Everett answered back on its showed up to the franchise's.home NIam extremely happy," Leslie completed 15 passes and only had
to the ring as he takes on JeffBunch field as Boise's offense got its first next possess10n;. Hawks quarter- opener and they didn't leave dis- said. "I'm happy with everyone, four incompletions.
ilfPortiand, Ore. . crack. QuarterbackBart Hendricks back Ben Bowling connected with appointed. Boise poured on three we worked our butts off and we Allen ended the night with a
Tickets are currently on sale and was the. Boise State signal caner laMonte Jonesfor a score. Everett more touchdowns and a last-sec- deserve this." . team-high six receptions and'
are available exelusivelyatthe Qwest from 1997-2000 and now wide re- missed the ~xtrapoint and trailed ,ond field goal to' take a steady 37- Boise wenton to win by a score of three touchdowns.
Arena BoxOffice,byphone 331~tIXs ceiver Lee Marks is an ex-Bronco by one at7'.~i .<.' 18halftime lead. 70-34, giVingBurn fans an encour- The Burn improved to 2-l on
(8497),toll fr~'e888-330-TIXS(849?), "aswell.Marks served as a runningThatwasas~lose as the' Hawks '. "It was a big deal-for us," Burn .'aging sign, of what looks like the the season. Everett fell to 0-3 with
.or online atynvw.qwestaJlm!lidaho. .backforBSUfrom 2003-2005. would g . , !lni8hL BOise.refu~~d Head Coach Lee Leslie said about "sta,rtof abright future. Hendricks .the b1gloss. '
com:. PrlCes.flII18efrmtl$5 to $75 Itw!lSon.!yfittingthat H~ndrlcks to let tt>rain on itShOIDIl !icorillg a101 of points tip early. "I wairvoted. the Offensive >Player Boise play!i at home next
tiredniillt8lY.c:Iisco
untiS
. ,1¢d()~lJas~fottb:e firsIBpis~Btirnoll~"tDo,r~' tOuchdC)~pass~ef.>J:e:!earning hOVltpplaythis.ga·D1e~So .-0rtheGauie~saWar~edto!:te- '.Cit)'. Gan.t
e
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Athletic Department 'announces
2007 football ticket prices
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Football ticket prices increase
BY NATHAN THOMAS
Arbiter Staff
The Boise State Athletic
Department has announced ticket
prices for the 2007 football season
with an increase coming across the
board for season ticket holders.
The increase comes in part
because of the addition of a
seventh home game on next
season's schedule. It also
is attributed to an increase in stu-
dent-athlete scholarships at BSU.
.Season ticket prices range'
from $111 to $300 and varies
according to different sections of
the stadium. General admission
season tickets for juniors begin at
$111and $167for adults, .
"What we're currently doing
is at the beginning of the week
we mailed out invoices to last
year's season ticket holders,"
Assistant Ticket Manager Shaela
Priaulx said about the acquisition
process. "They're currently sending
Boise state raised its prices for
the 2007 football season tickets.
The increases vary, depend-
ing on which section the tickets
are bought for, rangingfrom 16.7 ,
percent to 25.9 .percent (or next
season's tickets. '
The increase is the result ofmore
student-athlete scholarships, an
additional home game and the
expected operational expenses of
running the football program.
The price for a season pass
depends of the seat location
and the person making the
purchase. The most expensive
season package for the seven
home games and the 2008 game
will be $300 per person.
This is a 16.7 percent
increase over last season of six
home games and the spring
game. Endzone season tickets for
juniors- those two to 18years old
jumped by 23.3 percent to $111but
still remain the cheapest package
for qualifying individuals.
The family plan rose by the
largest percentage. It now costs
$575 for two adult and two
junior tickets. This is a 25.9
in their ticket requests right now
and writing if they want to add
additional seats."
After the initial wave of invoices
are processed the BSUTicket Office
will then begin working on filling
season ticket packages via an al-
ready-overwhelming waiting list.
Priaulx said the waiting list is up
to around 1,500 people and is still
growing. Following the Bronco's
Fiesta Bowl Championship last
season the demand for tickets has'
reached new heights.
"We're never had [a waiting list]
this high," Priaulx said. "This is
kind of a new animal for us."
Priaulx did say anyone who is
interested in season tickets for
the 2007 season should contact
the ticket office immediately and
get their name on the waiting list
because there is no Wayof knowing
how many people will reorder their
tickets from last season.
"Everyyear you've got people that
cancel and every year you've got
new ticket holders," Priaulx said.
"The past few years there hasn't
been a lot of turnover. I can't really
give you an estimate yet this year. I
would think there wouldn't be."
The 2007 waiting list will expire
after this season's tickets are all'
sold. A new one wi1l be available
next season to anyone not able to
purchase tickets this year.
"We're in the process of see-
ing what other schools are doing
regarding waiting .lists,'! Priaulx
said. "Sowe can make it more of an
accurate procedure."
The Broncos kick off the 2007
season Thursday, AUgust30,against
Weber State University. BSU hosts
another Thursday game Sept. 27
against Southern Mississippi.
There are two games scheduled
for Sunday in the month ofOctober
against NewMexicoStateUniversity
and University ofNevada-Reno.
The final home game of the
season is against University of
Idaho on November 17,
percent increase.
Some individual game tickets'
will be sold starting in August.
Depending on the seating, they
will be sold between $17to $27 for
juniors and $26 to $42 for adults.
Some season tickets require
a ,;Bronco Athletic Association
membership.
A breakdown of next season's
prices and seating zones is as fol-
lows: Junior-General Admission
End Zone $111.00, Junior-General
Admission (130) $153.00, Adult-
General Admission End Zone
$167.00,Adult-General Admission
(130) $209,00, Reserved (101, 102,
129) $244.00, Reserved (27, 28,
29, 30, 103, 104, 127,128) $258.00,
Reserved (105, 111,126) $279.00,
Priority Areas and Sections
(5,25,25,125) $300.00, Two Adults
plus two Juniors (Family Plan)
$575.00. Boise State had 19,494
season-ticket buyers last season. A
large percentage is expected to re-
new for 2007 season.
An additional 1,500 people
are on the waiting list. BSU may
,sell about 21,500 season tick-
ets. In addition, BSU keeps ,5,000
tickets for students and 3,500
for other purposes including
opponents' tickets.
The Broncos won the Tostitos
Fiesta Bowl and have the longest
winning streak in I-A football
with 13 straight wins, They are the
five-time defending Western
Athletic Conference Champions.
The 2007 home season wi1l open
on August30 withthe game against
Weber State University.
To learn more about tickets,
call the athletic ticket office at
(208) 426-4737.
Ticket prices------------.
$300.00
$279.00
$258.00
$244.00
, $209.00
$153.00
$167.00
$111.00
$575.00
Priority Areas and Sections 125,25,26 and 5
Reserved 105, 111 and 126
Reserved 27,28,29,30, 103, 104, 127 and 128
Reserved 101, 102 and 129
General Admission 130' Adult'
General Admission 130 • Junior
General Admission End Zone' Adult
General Admission End Zone' Junior
Family Plan' Two Adults plus two Juniors
:,Where it
,.{Pays to Care
, When you give plasma you're
literally giving someone another
chance at life,
Thousands will benefit from
your blood-plasma donations.
Up to $200 compensation
for your first month."ortl1 rhlt 70nr
fJdrn1"t(f~
':yForji,rther i,!(Ormationon
'rllOW.rOIl can Jtelpplease call:
,,"Biomat USA, Inc.
(208)338-0613
$TOCKS
TOWAT¢H
----------------------------
.Dow Jones Industrial
Average
12,961.98 (+ 153.35)
Nasdaq Composite
2,526.39 (+ 21.04)
S&PSOO
1,484.35 (+ 13.62)
10 Year Bond
1.6724% (+ 0.002)
LOCAL----------------------------
Alberton's (ABSNU.PK)
24.70 (- 0.38)
Micron Technology (MU)
11.19 (+ 0.06)
Hewlett Packard (HPQ)
41.,7 (+ 0.22)
Washington Mutual (WM)
42.77 (+ 0.50)
Qwest Communications (Q)
8:88 (- 0.19)
TECHNOLOGY
Mark Shevy, a professor at Boise State University, lectures on the uses of HD Radio. BSU Radio is on the cutting edge for HD technol-
ogy, which allows for artist and song information to be displayed on stereo systems. HD will beome more Widespread in the future.
----------------------------
Apple, Inc. (AAPL)
90.97 (+ 0.70)
according to Tom Taylor the only
way to get actual experience or
training with this technology
is hands-on.
"Students could gain more
knowledge about HD technology
by becoming an intern or assistant
. engineer at a station actively
using the technology," Taylor
suggested. "In the past we have
hired students in the capacity of
assistant engineer. These students
became active in assisting the
Engineering Department in all
aspects of their job, from wiring
throughout the studio to trouble-
shooting at transmitter sites."
AD radio may mean an upheaval
in the broadcasting industry but the
change isn't as dramatic for the rest
of us.
Our favorite radio station num-
bers will remain' the same and they
will still play the music that made
them our favorites. Most users won't
need to learn a lot of new techniques
to use digital radios; we will just
need to buy the receiver.
For some people the upgrade will
occur seamlessly as they change
their car or home sound system, as
more and more radio stations will
make the switch.
Hess explained how BSO Radio is .
making use of the new technology.
"Right now we're just simul-cast-
ing the current programs we have
on HD, but in the next year or so we
plan to start sending out HD only
signals that will just be broadcast
. on our I-ID signals, additional pro-
gramming that we can't fit on our
analog programs," Hess said.
Hess went on to outline BSU
radio listeners.
"We have 92,000 weekly listen-
ers on four different radio servic-
es. HD fits into that we have five
HD radio. stations, currently re-
broadcasting out our analog sig-
nal in digital, which gives a high-
er sound quality. HD gives CD
sound for music and voice," Hess
said. "We have more bandwidth, .
more channel capacity to do what
we call narrow-casting. With HD
we send out a bundled signal. We
can send text with that signal, but
we can also send out music with
that signal or any audio we want."
While BSU Radio is ahead of the
competition, training in digital
radio is harder to obtain than the
equipment to tune in the broad-
cast. While HD radio is discussed in
audio production classes at BSU,
production class.
"At a basic level, digital radio is
the transmission of computer files
through the air. These can be music
files, talk shows, information about
the station, artists, speakers or other
types of data," Shevy said. "Perhaps
in the future we'll have digital radio
receivers in our cell phones along
with our PDA and MP3 player and
have the ability to sync them all to-
gether. How cool would it be if we're
listening to a radio contest and our
phone automatically knows what
number to dial? I-Io~ about select-
ing the station we want to hear by
referencing a list on your Palm Pilot?
These are fun possibilities."
If all of this hasn't convinced you
to try the latest in radio technol-
ogy; consider this information from
radio manufacturer Crutchfield's
advisor Web page www.crutchfiel-
dadvisor.com.
"Because they're digital, HD
Radio signals aren't subject to
atmospheric interference the way
current FM and AM signals are.
Background crackle and hiss are
eliminated," Shevy said.
BSU Radio was the first station in
Boise to install digital broadcasting
equipment. General Manager John
Band-on Channel] digital radio."
Use of digital radio technology as
developed by Ibiquity was approved
by the Federal Communications
Commission in 2002.
"The big advantage to digital,
in my opinion," Taylor said, "is
not the increased quality on FM
service, although digital on AM
increases the quality significantly,
but the ability to have three or more
program streams associated _with
one frequency, and data services
such as song title and artist informa-
tion, or other information scrolling
across the screen.
"There are many stations across
the country that have converted to
digital radio. The development has
been slow until recently when more
and more receiver manufacturers
are producing the ~igital radios."
Digital radios are available
in a range of prices and models,
. from car radios to home theater
systems. Locally, Circuit City offers
a traditional-looking digital radio
receiver for $299, while Radio Shack
lists a receiver with a more modern
design for $199.
BSU professor Mark Shevy
teaches about HD· radio in
his introduction to audio
BY LUCINDA SUTHERLAND
BizTech Writer
Google Inc. (GOOG)
482.48 (+ 10.83)
Can't read your radio? You should
be able to soon.
Digital radio broadcasting has
made it possible. Digital radio is
an upheaval, an innovation, and
great news for listeners because
the sound quality is great and the
price to listen is still free,
To actually read your radio
will require that you purchase a'
digital radio receiver equipped with
a small screen to show song titles,
artists, album data and other news
the .station chooses to share. These
radios are available now for only
slightly more than ordinary stereo
receiver prices.
BMW, Jaguar and Hyundai
already offer HD radios as part of
the package on some models of
their vehicles and more automotive
manufacturers are expected to offer
this option by 2010,
"HD radio is actually a mis-
nomer," Tom Taylor, chief en-
gineer of Boise State University
Radio explained. "The name
HD came from Ibiquity [the
company that developed the digital
technology]. It is actually !BOC [In
Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)
29.02 (+ 0.033)
Motorola Inc. (MOT)
18.21 (+ 0.13)
Yahoo! Inc. (YHOO)
29.02 (- 0.05)
FUN
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Abercrombie & Fitch (ANF)
83.51 (+ 2.43)
Haliburton (HAL)
31.65 (- 0.37)
Harley Davidson (HOG)
64.82 (+ 1.60)
Wal Mart (WMT)
49.76 (+ 1.42)
Walt Disney (DIS)
35.28 (+ 0.36)
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Web spurs revolution in race for president
BY TAMARA LYTLE
The Orlando Sentinel
USD to Peso (MXN
10.983
was Howard Dean's senior Internet
adviser and now helps the
Edwards campaign. "It's a better
representation of what democracy
is supposed to be."
Candidates are embracing the
Internet with various methods and
levels of enthusiasm. People who
track Internet politics say Obama
has generated a lot of buzz through
his use of social-networking sites
. such as MySpace, where about
100,000 "friends" are linked to him
and venues such as YouThbe. He
also has used the Internet to raise
money and organize people.
. Many candidates are welcoming
bloggers to their campaign sites and
even blogging themselves. Clinton
and others announced their candi-
dacies on the Web first. And many .
are following the trail blazed by the
2000 John McCain campaign to raise
large sums ofmoney quickly.
This time, candidates win need
to use the Internet for money and
advertising as wen as mobilizing
support, Turk said.
content, said Jeff Jarvis, a journal-
ism teacher and blogger whose site,
PrezVid,com, tracks places such
asYouThbe.
The rise of the Internet means
a loss of message control for both
parties, but that's especially scary
for Republicans because they have
tightly controlled'it in the past, said
Turk, a Republican who has not
joined a campaign this year.
So far, the Republican candi-
dates aren't taking advantage of
the Internet as much as Democrats.
. "The Republicans seem to not be
getting it online; he said. "There's
a feeling they don't want to iinker
with the formula. and become the
New Coke."
That lack of control over message
iswonderful, said David Weinberger,
a fellow at the Berkman Center for
Internet & Society at Harvard Law
School. The Internet, through blogs,
YouThbe, interactive town meet-
ings and communication among.
like-minded citizens gives voters
more say, said Weinberger, who
Television ads, which will still
make up the bulk of the 2008 cam-
paign, must disclose who paid for
them and meet content standards
because broadcast airwaves are
publicly owned and regulated.
But the Internetis different.
"We have a shake-up time ahead
of us to figure out what's appropri-
ate," said Karen Jagoda, president of
the E-Votet Institute in California, a
trade group for Web publishers and
political consultants who deal with
the Internet. "I think a lot of people
are going to test the limits. They're
going to put inflammatory messages
out there because they can."
The anti-Clinton-ad creator was
outed by a Web site and then tied to
the Obamacarnpaign, which had
previously disavowed a connec-
tion. It turned out it was made by an
employee of one of the Obama cam-
paign's contractors.
That's a lesson in how the "blogo-
sphere" can be self-policing, even
though the Internet doesn't face the
traditional limits on appropriate
USD to Yen (JPY)
118.715
Internet director for President Bush's
2004 campaign.
Already, so-caned user-genet-
ated content is roiling campaigns.
Virginia Republican George Allen,
a presidential hopeful who was run-
ning for re-election to the U.S. Senate
last year, lost after widespread expo-
sure of a videotape of him calling a
. staffer for hisopponent "macae a."
Two candidates have learned that
an unguarded moment can now be
seen by millions: YouTube has a vid-
eo of New York Sen. Hillary Rodham
Clinton singing the "Star-Spangled
Banner" painfully off-key. And fel-
low Democrat John Edwards brush-
es his hair at length in a video set to
the tune ."1Feel Pretty."
An ad with the big-brother theme
of 1984 promoting Democratic
Sen. Barack Obama of Illtnoisover
Clinton is likely the first ofmany that
win captivate millions. The ad was
posted on YouThbe anonymously,
raising an issue about how political'
discourse could have fewer limits in
the Internet era.
-
Gold
691.60
Widespread Internet access is
likely to fundamentally change the
2008 presidential race in fundrais-
ing, candidate interactions and,
most importantly, the messages
voters hear.
Just five years ago, only 17 per-
cent of American households had
broadband Internet connec-
tions. Now the figure is nearly half,
according to the Pew Internet &
American Life Project.
Vastly more money will be raised
and spent on the Internet this elec-
tion.And the carefully scripted
messages of political campaigns
will now have to compete with free-
wheeling blogs, ads and videos ere-
~ated by individuals who don't face
the same rules about the messages
and information they put out.
"There's a real strong possibil-
ity most of what you remember of
the '08 campaign is going to be cre-
ated byvoters," said Michael Turk,
Silver
13.91
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EMI to give· iPod .users more rights
"Today, EMI Is taking the next er that isn't an iPod. It also made second. The new format win offer Digital music purchases brought
big step forward. in the. digital moving music to different comput- the music at 256 kilobits per sec- in about $2 billion last year. That
music revolution,· Jobs said. "This ers a very difficult task. DRM was ond. Users will be able to upgrade is about 10 percent of the Indus-
is something that win become intended to keep music contained their older EMI songs to the new trys' sales. Despite the new Inde-
very popular." to paying customers. . format for an additional 30 cents per pendence music users are getting,
Starting in May, EMI's digital "It was clear what we had to do song. Ipod users will also be able to Jobs Isn't worried about decreased
music catalog will be free of digi- because we hold the consumer at buy EMI music from other online iPod·sales.
tal rights management (DRM). the center of ourfocus,·Nlcoli said, stores than ITunes. "This magicallink has notreally
DRM, a software device Included to "We take the view that we have to Many analysts .contribute the ever been there," he said. "Our sue-
protect recording companies and trust our customers." move to criticism from European cess will come only If we offerthe
inusic artists, has garnered many On iThnes, DRM free songs will consumer groups. best and easiest music store and the
complaints from . customers .. The now be available for 30 cents more, Apple hasbeen taken to court In best and easiest music player."
software is Included with the mu- making each song $1.29. The full Europe and probed for antitrust vi- Jobs predicted that half of all
sic files thauestrietthe consumers' album price will remain thesame. olatio,ns. The BuropeanUniouwas songs on .i1\mes. would. be .sold
use of the music. Itprevelits.rnusic; , The sound quality will.alsoibe.PartlCUlarlyupsetthat 11\mepur~ pRM free by the end l}fthe rem:
Purchasec:l fraIll Apple'l1i1\l11es Jmproved; Today, i1\messongs . chases~soIeIY compatib,e witli ,a~ '.other record companie!!
sto~frombelngJi)ilyedonanYPI!ty': ; ?~A~loadet:l atJ28kilobits per Apple's OW-\l mUllic players.;': . inake the.llwitcb' ., ' .
...... ,.,' ..,.'< '," ~~"'.'.. .,.,.,.".'.. ' • ',. '.. II1II.•........
BY NATHAN THOMAS
BizTech Writer
. EMI Group announced Monday
that its digital music would now be
sold without copy protections.
As the world's third' .largest
record company, EMI's move is
likely to have a big effect on the
music·. Industry. Other. record
"companies. may follow, pending
EM!'s success.
. The aancuncement was made
;~Lolldon byE~c Nicoli, chief
j~iye;ofEMI., ..Steve Jobs,
. s::,chief:>execdtiye,also
·!§~~~,.;%&c<;:~~; ~.-~..~~
CLASSIFIEDS April 23, 2007
.WORK ITWORK IT.WORK ITSELLIT WORK ITSAY IT RENT IT RENT IT
Elevate your
job search.
Choose the Job that fits
your needs, your .
Interests and your
schedule at Express
Personnel Services. Let
us equip you with the
tools and knowledge to
elevate your Job search.
BRONCOSNEED·
JOBS. COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed
In Boise. 100% FREE to Join!
Click on Surveys.
CHERRY SLEIGH BED
solid wood. New-In-box. Val-
ue $799, sacrifice $195. Call
888-1464.
LSAT PREPARATION
COURSE September 5-22,
2007 Cost: $315 Space is
limited-Register· Todayl (866)
651- 5322 www.conferences.
uidaho.eaul registration
MODELSSUMMER WORKHOMES
NEW SPRING PROJ·
ECTS! Actors, Extras, Mod-
els, Promotions and Conven-
tions. Earn $75-$800 dally. No
experience or school needed.
208-433-9511
SUMMER • PAINTING
JOBS. $9-10Ihour + bo-
nusesl NO EXP. NEC. Work
outside full time. Summer po-
sitions available. Call 1-800-
327-2468.
www.collegepro.com. ,
PLANTATION
COUNTRY CLUB
Is looking for some early ris-
ers (5:30am) for FTI PT main-
tenance work. $81 hr starting
May 1. Golfing privileges and
discounted lunches are avail-
able. 208-853-4509. .
. .FULL SIZE ORTHOPE·
DIC MATIRESS Brand new
In package, warranty Sacrifice
$99. Call 921-6643.
HOUSE FOR RENT
4+2, 1258 sq. ft, close to
BSU, $12001 mo + $12001
dep + 1 year lease avail. 5/1
contact Barbara @
(818)321·9611
PART TIME ON CAMPUS .
JOB Are you organized and
detail oriented? We are look·
ing for a coordinator who can
work In a fun but deadline
driven environment. Willing to
work around class schedule.
Inquire at jobs@arbiteronllne.
com.
Do you have
questions
about Islam?
You are Invited to the
Muslim Student
Assoclatia'.l Open House!
Wednesday
April 2S, 2007
11:00-3:00 .
Bishop Barnwell
Room,SUB
Movie: The Empire of
Islam,PBS
Q&ASession
Receive a Holy Quran
and brochures
Get to know MSA
Snacks will be served:
Hummus Vegetables
ChIps Lemonade, Tea
BED.QUEEN PILLOW
TOP mattress set. Brand new.
still in plastic, warranty. Retail
$599. Must sell $119. Can de-
liver. 921-6643.I RoOMMATE
HOUSEMATE WANTED
Room for rent in 4 bdrrn house
8 blks to campus. $525 In-
cludes, all utilities, DSL, and
Cable. Call Patrick 841.8034
ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share large 3 bedroom house,
close to BSU. $300 plus utili-
ties Call Jeff @ 409-4054
·:s
toHome
Ownershlpl
PreqwdiIy today at
'~~com
"",,,gkllD!,,"&y
IdMiJH"Jj~1IKIn4 f;IJlJIUt Au«ilJLbn•
OTHER Call Express today!
• Administrative
• Customer Service
• General Production
• Warehouse
QUEEN TEMPURPEDIC
style visco memory foam mat-
tress set. Brand new In plastic.
Retail $1599. Must sell $399.
888-1464
CHANDLERS STEAK·
HOUSE Seeking food run-
ners, bussers and kitchen
help. Dinner only. Cail 208-
481-1038 for details.
MAKE FLOWER BOU·
QUETS Work around your
class schedule. No experience
necessary. $7.501 hr. Call
376-0777. 208-343-7552
9Q50 W, Overland Rei
BOISe, ID 8370')
www explt'se,personrwl coin
FULL AND PART
TIME
Sales Associate Positions
Up scale Adult Boutique cur-
rently seeking responsible, re-
liable and self motivated sales
associates. Professional,
friendly atmosphere. Please
email resume.
BSU ADVENTURE CAMP
INSTRUCTOR Seeking
qualified and motivated camp
staff. Camp dates 6/04-7/20
Contact for more Info. (208)
426-566
L..-D_:SL_;_:-':-':_:_N_:_:_:_.--l"NOW
PUTERSTORE HIRlNG
RJM Computers ill Boise
Idaho's largest independent
PC Store, huge local stock
of hard-to-find parts end sup-
plies, expert computer repairs,
Internet service, 4524 Over-
land Road in Boise. (208) 472-
2800. FREE Wireless Router
with any new Clearwlre Wire-
less Intemet account. FREE
technical support, call 472-
2800 Option 2 to speak to a
PC Technician.
1-86b-432-4066
News }=lSportsCulture ?Opinion ~.
BizTech
;:;J
;;::
Place an ad in the
Classifieds
. visit
arbiteronline.com
Marketing Director
Sales Associate
Ad Coordinator
Copy Editor
Photographer
Graphic Designer
.So you wauna place a
classified ad? .. . LECTURE SUPPLEMENTS
It's easy!
There are three ways to do it:
i.. ij~~~W3v~rc'-?"~j"~' :\::'1
1,1,'\" "'. ,,optll,,,,U@ , .. . tion, :,:.)
[;jJP;:,~1~!M:plli'c.:d:~""k,,~"'.1!12~C"JZi§,:·~~.,~j
2. E-mail ad requests to
c1assifieds@arbiteronline.com.
Include your name, phone
number and ad text.
Crossword
WORK IT ACROSS
1 Wild party
5 Shoshones
9 Heronlikewading
bird
14 Mature
15 Shaker contents
16 Slalom incline
17 Resourceful
19 Uses as a
reference
20 Jig or reel
21 Decorates with
a raised design
23 and crafts
26 ilk
27 Distinct parts
31 Knights' .
chargers
35 Santa _ winds
36 Seat at a bar
38 Type of drum
39 "Blue Horses"
artist
41 Sneaker
bottoms
43 Put away cargo
44 Central Florida
city
46 Turner and
Brown
48 "All About
49 Be presentat
51 Shaded
53 Sara and
Farrow '
55 Jib, e.g.
56 Estimated value
for taxes
60 Positive thinking
proponent
64 Plainsong
65 Spiral
68 Kemo Sabe's
friend
69 "Star Trek:
TNG" character
70 Fork point
71 Painter Jan
72 Dune material
73 Give guff to
DOWN
1 Actor Pill .
2 Actress Turturro
3 Duration
4 Cool dude
5 "Born in the
6 Bar bill
Apply at
jobs@arbiteronline.com
\. PART-TIM'
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS
Responsible for designing cre-
ative ads for clients and The
Arbiter Newspaper. Also works
with layouts and graphics for
the paper. Must be motivated
to push the limils of design,
and able to create cutllng-
edge work under deadline.
Some positions are respon-
sible for the overall layout and
design of the paper. Meaning-
ful on the job experience and
portfolio builder. Entry level to
experenced needed. Apply at
jobs@arbiteronline.com
. SELL IT
We offer great
hours to work
around school
or another job.
Evenings and
Weekends
20-40 hrs/wk
Casual work
environment.
Paid training
and benefits.
$'''''_< .""~ ,,..,,.'~ . _ .~_ ...... 'Nt ~_""~ "-,'--'>~-"_' ~-_"'''''''''-.''" ""..-,,'<0'''''- .- ,., .. ,,'" ,~ < 1
; .••..S.-Stopbybur,officea~ross the~treet fr~m ;
r " ':the SUB,b~ne~ilithe W01nerrsCenter,'"1
"~';~" ••'~,;.-'w' •.• ,,2 "',,,,_,--,,L":',~' .._:"~'"(__;.~ ,",,'.. ~':;h_-"-.;",.,,·_.L ...... ""-;~.:. ~~.~,:.V<·~"'_.;,"'-·_.r_;;-.."",....,J
HaMEl
FURNITURERates:
Classified Line Ads (per character)"
1 Issue $0.06
2:4 Issues $0.05
5+ Issues $0.04
'75 Character Minimum
LEATHER SOFA PLUS
LOVESEAT. Brand new in
crate with lifetime warranty.
List $2000. Sacrifice $699.t
888-1464.
BRAND NEW MICROFI·
BER COUCH & loveseat.
Stain Resistant.t Lifetime
warranty. t Still in boxes. t Re-
tail $1395. Must selll $499,t
888-1464.
4123107MODEL SEARCH If you've
seen the new hit show lThe
Agencyi ~n VH1, then 'coine
In and see Wilhelmina Urban
In personl We are casting,
dozens of print, promotional,
and commercial projects this
week and need women and
men ages 17 - 25; especially
fitness talent. We are Idaho's
only full-service intematlonal
booking agency. Our booking
rates are $30 to $250 per hour -.
,Call today 424-0799.
© 2007 Tribune Medii Services, Inc.
All right. reserved.For classified display rates, contact an
Arbiter ad rep at ads@arbiteronline.com.
Please check your ad the first day it
runs, and notify The Arbiter of any
errors. We will only be responsible for
first insertion.
$9/hr .
to start
658-4888 Solutions7 Glamour rival'8 Parts of pipes
9 Accompanies
10 Shines
11 Goes bad
12 Fencing sword
13 Actress Harper
18 Copley and
Garr
22 Derek and
Diddley
24 Day-care
charges
25 Nose
27 Pago Pago's
country
28 Make into law
29 Gem weight
30 Firm
32 Consumed
33 Took the wheel
34 Stitched up
37 Horne and Olin
40 San_, CA
42 Poet Teasdale
45 "Friends" co-
star
47 Omits
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KING SIZE PILLOWTOP
MATIRESS set brand new
in 'bag, list $750. Must sell,
$199. Can Deliver. 921-6643,
7.PIECE CHERRY Bed-
room set. Brand-new In box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice $450.
Call 888-1464
.CliJ.~";':'center
tJ.ll1.:_~:g!'f!'
On-and off-.
camPUS Jobs
and1ntemsb1ps
forcu~and'
graduating
students' .
The Arbiter takes no. responsibility
if you get scammed out of your beer
money. Remember, if it sounds too
good to be true, it probably is.
61 Opera song
62 Eye part
63 Rams' mates
66 Gadgeteer
Popeil
67 Goat's
offspring
50 "_ Kapital"
52 Votes in
54 Offshoot groups
56 Play divisions
57 Injection
58 Rational
59 Mrs. Copperfield
i::.1II5._'·~·
. Check out ~(
f!.t:£~, , .
The Boise Old Spaghetti
Factory is seeking upbeat,
energetic individuals to
join our team. If you ....
~.> Are reliable, responsible,
and hard working
~. Need a flexible sch~dule HOROSCOPESBot something
to sell?~. Smile and carry yourself
with a positive attitude
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is an B _ Be a good listener for
a friend who's having trouble getting
through. He or she can't speak freely
always, but he or she can, to you.
BY LINDA C. BLACK
Tribune Media Services
...then this is the place for
you!
Today'slJlrthday (04-23-07)
An apparent conflict that pops up this
year can be rectified. It only requires
more practice, until what you're learning
becomes second nature. You'll be able
to do it all.
Apply inP.erson
Monday-Friday
10am..,7prn
2;23cN,6th street,Suite#50
Boise,ID
. For more Information on
The Old Spaghetti Factory,
please visit our website'
wwW.osf.c.otn .
libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is an B _ Take on more authority,
even if you're worried about whether or
not you can make the right choices. It'll
be good exercise.
FREE EMPLOYEE MEALS!
To get the advantage, check the day's
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.
Aries (March 21-AprlI 19)
Today is a 5 _Anticipate resistance and
don't be dismayed when you get it. Try
to look at the situation from the other
point of View. Doing that will help you
with planning.
Taurus (AprU 2O-May 20)
Today is an B _ Don't tell anyliodywhat
you're doing until you can show solid
evidence. Prove your hypothesis beyond
a shadow of a doubt.
Positions available for:
~Hosts
~. Bussers
~. Servers/Bar Staff
~. Kitchen Staff
~> Maintenance/Office Staff
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is an B _ Grasp the opportunity to
get more authority. This is an assignment
you'll handle well. You're the right
person for the job.
. Sagittarius (Nov. 22·Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 _ Be practical about your
objectives. Don't only figure out where
you want to go, also figure out how you'll
get there.
PHEW. THI& HA& BEEN
A LONG MEETING. DOE&
ANYONE HAVE ANY
OTHER I&&UE&?
WE HAVE A
MOTION TO
ADJOURN. Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.19)
Today is an 8_Discuss your plans
for the future, including your next
shopping spree. This time, you and
your sweetheart may cheerfully agree to
agree.
GeI1l1ni (May 21-June 21)
Today is an 8_Don't make pleasing your
friends your top priority. This time, it's
OK to keep the big, chunk of candy for
yourself
Aquarius (Jan: 2O-Feb.18)
Today is a 7 _ A highly stroetured person,
whom you admire very much, will be
glad to tell you what to do; But you're
the one with the facts. Provide them, or
make the decision.
Cancer (Jun~ ?2-JuIy 22)
Today is a 7 _ You feel strongly about
lots of things that you don't mention
In public. This is not necessarily bad.
Instead, it's a good sldll to practice.
YOU HAVE A
BAD cA&E OF
CHAIR BUTTOCK&
-\ Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)Today isa 7 _ ~oon you'll be aSked for an.exact accounting of the fundsforwhlch .
you'rere~nslbIe.Do youa!relldy Ilaye .
'. that? Unot,~et ~lIS)'l:Oun~.. .
. ,
,
Apr it 23, 200'7-. ., 4'
';C~TTE.NTIONBSI1STIJDENTS! ' .
.' '. . f'.;. .
. '. . .' . ..
. -
, COMING APRIL 30TH:
.
YOUR HOME FOR DISCOUNT
COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS!
BUYBACK PLUS+++
GET CASH FOR YOUR BOOKS!!! ."
DURING FINALS WEEK
-FREE PIZZA AND POP!!!
-FREE HOLLYWOOD. VIDEO COUPONS!!!
•REGISTER TO WIN A SONY PS3! !!
LOCATED AT: 590 BROADWAY
- ; ,
IN THE RAM PL.£J\ZANEXT TO
HOLLYWOOD·VIDE,O .." '
, ,' ... ' .".'. '",_ ,_ . . . c- , _'. >" - '. ,', _'" " '. ',' ,', ,.- ... ," ..•. -,', .... :,', c',. ',",
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